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The CENTER FOR NAVAL ANAIYSES is a non profit lederal Contract
Research Center F FCRC) that traces its origins to 1942. when the
Anti-Submarine Warfare Operations Research Group was created to help defeat
the U-boats CNA's current efforts for the Navy and Marine Corps range widely,
from support of training and testing activit ies in the fleet to the evaluation of'
future technologies, forces, and strategies for top-level decision -makers in -- "-
Washington. Research is conducted mainly in CNA's four line divisions: Naval
Warfare Operations; Naval Planning, Manpower, and Logistics. Marine Corps
Programs; and Field Operations. CNA's research program is shaped in consulta-
tion with the Department of the Navy's Policy CouncilI for CN A, which is chaired
by the Assistant Secretary of the Navy for Research, Fngineering and Systems

Under CNA's matrix organization, the expertise that enables the divisions to do
relevant and timely analyses of high quality is developed through six research
departments: Air Warfare, Surface Warfare, Submarine and Antisubmarine
Warfare, Amphibious and Land Warfare, Policy and Resources, and Information
Sciences. The departments support methodological research, provide training
and career development opportunities in the various specialties, and perform
quality control functions.

CNA's professional staff numbers 180. Of the profe.-sional staff, 90 percent hold
advanced degrees and about half have served as CNA field representatives. On
average, members of the professional staff have 10 years' experience in defense
analysis The experience oftihe civilian staff is augmented hy that of the 18
Naval officers who are assigned to kork in CNA's research program

In 1983, following a comp('tit ion aniong -ev'k•ral institutions, the I)epart ment of
the Navv selected the IIludson InstituLe to manage CNA.

The Htidson Institute, founded in 1961 by the late I Ierman Kahn, is a non profit
organi/at ion dedicated to the examination of critical issues of policy in the public
interest. 'Fhe Inst ituL i' serves as a research bridge bet ween organizations that
may he too close to problems to analyze them oiectivelv (e g , government "
agencies) and those t hat may be too far renmved to evaluate them effectively e g
academic institutions)

Ifudson's studies covr a wide variety of global, national, regional, and local
issues, fromn narrowly prof'essional I concerns to proberis coin mon to an ent ire
industry, country, or group of nations. ''hre are five basic areas of stidx at the
Iliidson Institute national security and international order, energy aid naoural
reSOl1r('s, American dornestic issues, economic issties, and st udies offt he fat ore
II udson's most enduring concentration has been in the areas oadttional ecuI'it V
policy and crs control 'lhe rnst it lite's more recent st udi(' lia'k. c Vcti -(,d ,
n i tharv technlory. ii,,bilization, protracted war. , it and I' ri, , I,'d in .- ill
Mir ional s(curityvpodlIcy, and Ihe ch In~inl- role ftli,[ V "S Naiv
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Foreword

Fiscal Year 1984 marked a new only a hint of the many ways CNA

beginning for the Center for Naval analysts helped the Navy and Marine

Analyses. At the start of the year, Corps come to grips with critical

CNA became a division of Hudson issues in FY 1984.

Institute. By the end of the year,
CNA had made significant progress A new research planning process,
toward Hudson's main goals for it, worked out with the Navy and Marine
which are to: Corps, has helped improve both the

quality and relevance of CNA's work.

* Quickly respond to the vital The new process, described in part III,
analytical needs of the Navy and differs from the old one in two major
Marine Corps respects. First, a new 12-month plan

is prepared every quarter. As a
* Develop and maintain the result, near-term goals are con

expertise needed to respond with tinuously updated to reflect progress
research of the highest quality. and revised priorities, while longer-

term goals and commitments are kept
The essay in part I of this report in view. Second, CNA initiates the
expands on this philosophy; several plan, to preserve continuity of effort
practical steps have been taken to and to ensure that commitments can
implement it. For example, com- be backed by expertise. The final
munication between CNA's top details of the plan, of course, are
management and the senior civilian worked out with the Navy and Marine
and uniformed leaders of the Navy Corps. Moreover, CNA solicits ideas

and Marine Corps is at an all-time directly from the services, and the
high. This exchange of ideas has CNA staff members who contribute to

significantly improved CNA's ability the plan draw, in turn, on their

to respond to the services' analytical contacts in the services.

needs and priorities. These inter
actions are paralleled by more To foster the expertise needed to
frequent consultations between CNA execute the research plan, ludson .2

analysts and their immediate clients revised CNA's organization after a 2
in the Navy and Marine Corps. These detailed review by a special team ,of .............
consultations generate constant experts in naval matters, analysis,

feedback, which ensures the and management. A key component
relevance and realism of CNA's work. of the new organization, described in
The sample of results in part 11 gives part IV, is the research department Codes

. ;. S "-.'
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Each of our six departments size go above 200 by the end of
specializes in a particular warfare or FY 1985.
support function. Through project .":

-s work and a new training program, the One of CNA's most valuable resources
departments' experienced analysts is its Board of Overseers, whose
impart to new analysts their working members are listed on the facing
knowledge of the operations, systems, page. This distinguished new Board,
and forces of the Navy and Marine appointed by Hudson, has been an
Corps. active one. The Board's guidance and

support have been instrumental in
Much of that kaowledge has been the revitalization of CNA. The Board
gained through CNA's field program, has formed sub-panels known as
also described in part IV. A mainstay Technical Advisory Committees - one
of the organization since its begin- for each of CNA's four operating
nings in 1942, the field program has divisions. The TACs meet regularly
been refocused to give the Navy and to review the accomplishments of the
Marine Corps more analytical help in divisions and to give advice about new
the development and evaluation of areas for fruitful work.
tactical, operational, and strategic
concepts. On behalf of the Board of Overseers,

I am proud to submit this report of
CNA's ability to help the Navy and CNA's first year as part of Hudson
Marine Corps depends, finally, on the Institute.
funding it receives and on the calibre
of the staffit can maintain with that
funding. Part V tells about CNA's
finances in FY 1984 and describes the
qualifications of the professional staff,
as well as the support they get from
the rest of the organization. In the Thomas D. Bell, Jr.
last half of FY 1984, the professional President and Chief Executive
staff grew from 157 to 168, as part of a Officer, Hudson Institute
buildup that should see the staffs Chairman, CNA Board of Overseers

2-.
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I. The defense debate and the
role of analysis

The public debate about the nation's decision-makers can search for better

defense posture has rarely intersected forces and better ways of using them.

with the debate over a more obscure The purpose of this essay is to

issue: the role of analysis in defense reaffirm the empirical foundations of

decision-making. defense analysis.

To be sure, the main issue in the NEW "PLENTY" AND
larger debate - how much to spend for FAMILIAR CHOICES
defense - is one about which analysis
has had little to say. The "consensus" Since 1979, spending for national
about how much to spend shifts with defense has risen, in real terms, by
general perceptions about the threat almost 50 percent - a compound,
to the nation's well-being and the annual increase of 8 percent. This
desirability of spending for other growth has been traced to such causes
purposes. as the unrelenting rise in Soviet

military spending, even when our

Some commentators do try to couple own had stagnated, and signs of the
the amount of defense spending with Soviets' greater willingness to
the way defense funds are spent, and threaten force (Poland) and to use
the tvav available forces are used. force (Afghanistan) to advance their
There are those who argue, for interests.
example, that the defense budget can
be reduced without risk if only we will Putting aside the question whether
buy the right kinds of forces and use U.S. defense spending has grown too

them to greater advantage. But they much - or not enough - there is no
represent a line of thought that lies question about the need to spend
outside the mainstream of traditional wisely. The preparation ofan annual
defense analysis. Theirjudgments budget gives officials of the Depart
are essentially subjective ones, ment of Defense the opportunity to
backed up by the selective use of reassess the balance among the
quantitative evidence, various military missions and the

types of forces associated with each,
The essential task for mainstream between todav's technology and
analysis is not to argue for the "best" tomorrow's, between numbers of
level of defense spending or the forces and their readiness for combat,
"best" mix of defense forces, but to between numnhrs of 4forces and the
provide a factual basis opon which length )ft lim, tv can fight, and

.*..-..........
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among all of these parameters of In sum, the essential choices faced by

military strength. policy-makers and force commanders
remain unchanged, in spite of

The rise of defense spending, of changes in budgets, technologies, and

course, has made it possible to add threats. Relative plenty does not ease

forces, to invest in more new tech- the process of choosing among

nology, and to improve the readiness competing demands for the use of

and sustainability of forces - all at funds. Neither relative plenty nor

once. In the 1980s, for example, the relative peace erases the operational
Navy has: commander's need to find better ways

of using his forces in combat.
. Increased the number of its active

and reserve ships by about 50 THE ROLE OF ANALYSIS,
RECONSIDERED

* Increased its rate of new ship
construction and aircraft Because of the complexity of the
procurement by about 25 percent choices involved in allocating funds

and operating forces - and because of

0 Increased the annual rate of the great uncertainty that inevitably
growth in funding for readiness surrounds those choices - defense
from 1 percent to 6 percent decision-makers have turned often to

the analytical community for help. In

* Increased the annual rate of recent years, some decision-makers
growth in funding for sustain- have questioned whether they have

ability from 2 percent to gotten the right kind of help. As

11 percent. R. James Woolsey - a former Under
Secretary of the Navy and a member

"These were not the only, or necessary, of CNA's Board of Overseers - put it:

choices; other allocations were con-
sidered. Regardless of how much For about t wo decades, the intellectual

furniture that hits heen brought. toi!!~

money is available, striking the friueta a enhogtt
decision making in the I)epartment of

"right" balance in the allocation of )et'ense ha.s been pretty much ofone

budgets - to be better prepared for the -tyle. It goes by w rany names - progra l l  %

future - remains a difficult task for analysis or systems analysis, among

the civilian and uniformed leaders of ,th- It is highl quantitative,
h0Cuse;d on weapons programs, and rooted

the Department of Defense. An ill the disciplines of econonics and tlhe

equally important and difficult task is techniques ofthe business school Its

preparing for near-term threats to )rilllar telets are to concentraie on,.

peace by finding better ways to use oh,ectives. crieria and options;, to

it'\ 'il., 1 much is possihle. and to focus
the forces and systems at hand. ill a he mari6in

.2 : 1
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One should assess the systems analysis principles that led decision-makers to
approach as a method of decision- put their trust in analysis in the first
making.... [Olne should ask whether.. it %
still deserves the allegiance that has been place. Those principles were forged in
paid to it for nearly two decades now and the crucible of World War II.
whether, as a tool of decision-making, it
may itself involve certain costs and cause
certain blind spots.t  FIRST RINCIPIES,

REVISITED---
A major blind spot has been the belief .-VS-I

that valuable "insights" flow auto- In World War II, CNA's forerunner,
matically from the mere observance of the Operations Research Group, made
the systems-analysis formula - successful contributions to the
develop alternatives, select criteria by solution of the Navy's operational

which to compare them, and concoct
models by which to measure the
alternatives against the criteria -
whether or not the alternatives, First, the members of the Group

criteria, and models are operationally brought suitable academic disciplines

meaningful or factually based. to the operational problems of the
day. (Those disciplines were, mainly,

The cost of this blind spot has been a the physical sciences and

tendency to overlook, if not denigrate, mathematics.)
operational experience that cannot be
expressed in terms of the systems- Second, as civilians, they operated
analysis formula. Willfully or outside the Naval hierarchy, and
naively, systems analysis has often could bring a detached perspective to
been a means of passingjudgment on their study of the operational
the views of defense decision-makers problems.

(particularly military officers), rather
than a way of helping them to Third, the value of this perspective
sharpen their own judgment. fostered a relationship of mutual trust

between the analysts and their Naval
Put simply, the era of systems clients. The Navy divulged the
analysis - like the latter-day era of information the analysts needed to
quasi-analytical commentary - get the job done. The analysts, in

, represents a departure from the turn, protected the information. e

1'he" t.. s and A huscs of nalv..s in thy' l),'fi'n.c Aniron m,'nt: *A (YAncersation with
? .Jams Wols,v. A nwrican Entcrprise Institute for Public Plicy Research \Washi ngton,
)C, 1980), pp :3 and 4

.2-
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Fourth, in this atmosphere of mutual proper role of the analyst in decision-
trust. the analysts could readi ly get making:
their findings and recommendations
to Navy decision- makers, who, in occasionally there iszsomie s;uspicion that

turn, were quick to tell the analysts the operations research worker wishes to

what problems were most pressing. take over the Command fundl ionl of thle

In other words, there was open officer. This mnay Come upJ if the finding,;
of the operations researchl worker are

commnicaion.Coll"iderabl at variance with the pre-

coniceived opini'on of the officer. This

Fifth, there was the field program. SLIIicion1 Can only'v be overcomie if bot h thle
worker and t he olfhcer realize that the

A large fraction of the Operations results of operations research are-( only a

Research Group's analysts were part of the mnaterial from w.hich final

assigned to operating bases where dcisionl mus-t bhe made In any admin
theycoud "orereadly earofinst rat ixe decision there enter at Lreat
theynube ooul considerationsrn o which Cannot

operational problems and pass a long he put into quantitative form ior at least4
proposed solutions directly to those in ca~nnot \et be put Into this fCorm) Knowl

com and Th prctial knowledge cdge of these ijalitat ive aspe)4cts;, and

gai1ned in the Field was essential to ~ n~lt~t aRlnteii h r~e

G rouip members in Washington, "who tepeoa eo prtosrsac

needed to know whether their sugges 'Illhe opemrat ions research wo(rker-, ulessC;

tioins concerning tactics or equipment he is to opcrat e in a dual role of scl(ent 1s;t

squared with the real world....n dini s otr utur u hs
aspects ol fbi prob~lm which are menl
able to q int itatl i% * rea. i nd port

In sumn, the Group was able to offer h is 1-1Indilni' tot hI li d IlliI -trator 'The

usefl i 1nsights to decision-makers be diiiittor1ltthn(tblOtee
firlings w it h thew quaI ittl I e as~'ct S

cause its analysts and analyses were ntiedaoe frabssIrth

"totighe ned hy the repeated impact of filial dcci s Hit '[his dec -ittI mnu- he

hard operational facts and pressing rt1.ldcb the \itR ffi If'hli

dvt-ay demands." and "repeatedly (Iiits, ~~ ~~ thp nt

tested in the acid of use."' Moreover, Cmus(IAcr ta iSie,~!

there was an unrdersta ndi ng of the rcj Ii Ind tinI I o'Ii I

I K it h H 'lidintir lOw ( rOpf r 0f, /,,I (111lttit (roiip A ll io , /, \ *; ) ''I/>''

2 i li io- -fn, ( eori KK I inb 1t1.l q) 1)ib 9t)~u '! I.- r' -I 1
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BROADER PROBLEMS, N1ORE Such challenges have been compli
EIUSIVE SOLUTIONS cated by changes in the instruments

of warfare. In naval warfare, for --

Since World War II, analysis has example, we have gone from guns

been applied to a broader range of and bombs to missiles, from radios to

problems than the improvement of satellites, from eyeballs to imaging

tactics and assessment of operations. radars, from chaff and underwater

Accordingly, analysts with a broader noisemakers to a spectrum of

range of backgrounds - economists, electromagnetic devices, and from the

psychologists, and political scientists, finger on the trigger to the onboard
for example - havejoined the mathe- computer.

maticians and physical scientists of
World War II. Today. analysts are
also charged with: Put perhaps the most significant

change in the climate for analysis is

0 Assessment and projection of the absence of war - the lack of an
enemy strategies and forces, "acid test" for the analyst's recom
present and future mendations about strategies, forces,

systems, and tactics. Even man

Formulation and evalution of power, logistics, and management

alternative U.S. military studies that help to foster peacetime
strategies efficiency may prove detrimental to

wartime effectiveness.

* Assessment of the ability of
forces to execute the approved

For want of an "acid test," practicesstrategy and its derivative paue
mstaond of the type criticized by R. James
missions

Woolsey and other informed
commentators have become

0 Evaluation ofalternative future commonplace. Narrow, quantitative
forces and systems, for specific criteria have acquired too much
missions and tasks currency in the decision process. The

search for optimality at the margin
* Development of efficient has lent too much weight to insigni

manpower policies and logistics ficant quantitative differences - the

operations, to support the fo~rces "best" has often been the enemy (if the
good." Some analysts have invited

* Integration of all these elements further scorn by being pseudo-
into c)herent, multi-year scientiFic and implausibly precise
spending prgrams. about matters (f which they have n.

" "7-v-"
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first-hand knowledge and for which not only good intelligence on the part
data are sparse or nil. of the Israelis, but also the use of

analysis to devise the tactics that

FI RST PRINCI PLES, exploited the intelligence.
REAFFIRMED) In the battle for the Falkland Islands

The remedy for past abuses is not to in 1982, the British found the need for
hreject quantitative analysis of defense analysis to design and carry out vital

issues but to reaffirm the principles logistics operations, to assess thethat made quantitative analysis seriousness of the Argentine air
vthatae qtoeginitTiv e alysithreat, and to develop tactics against
valuable to begin with. The
challenges facing the nation's the Exocet missile.
military forces are too great to go hpn l d g es t
unanalyzed. Recent conflicts have The principle underlying these contri

reminded us of the real contributions butions, of course, is the principle

that analysis can make to a nation's enunciated by those who were present
defenses. at the creation of defense analysis:

To be valuable, [analysisl must he
In the air battles between Israeli and toughened by the repeated impact of hard

Syrian forces in 1982, for instance, operational facts and pressing day-by-day

the Israelis successfully coordinated demands, and its scale of values must be
repeatedly tested in the acid of use.the use of remotely piloted vehicles, Other ise it may he philosophy, but it is

electronic countermeasures, chaff, hardly science -

and air-to-surface missiles to take out
Syrian surface-to-air missile War or no war, analysts can best help
batteries. The Syrian air threat was the nation's armed forces perform
evidently defeated by jamming the their missions by adhering to the
Syrians' communications and scientific practices of the past: Build
attacking their aircraft from the only upon facts and leave judgments
"blind side."' Such results suggest to decision-makers.

I See PauL S Cut lr, WI\V Won the Bekaa Valley r i t Ir B tl le" and l' I J' la.\ ' [,ci-i t
Role in the F)B Scetnarioa ,lP tt , \ klt,'trtcIS..Januatr )3 1
2 Morsv and Kimball, b ,r "i-

. . . . . . . .- ".." - . - ' .- " . - - ' , . - . . ".2
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II. 1984 results: a sampler
%

The projects highlighted here TODAY'S FORCES ANI)
represent only a small part of CNA's OPERATIONS
efforts for the Navy and Marine Corps
in FY 1984. The examples have been Targeting Harpoon Missiles
chosen to convey an idea of the range
of CNA's activities and of their Harpoon is the Navy's chief antiship
usefulness to the services. Many missile, deployed on ships, sub-
details and all classified material marines, and aircraft. Since the
have been omitted for the sake of missile's introduction in 1977, CNA
brevity and security. These are the has been analyzing live firings and
major topics and specific projects simulated engagements during
covered: exercises, to help the Navy develop

the best possible tactics for its use.
Today's Forces and Operations

Targeting Ilarpoon Missihes In an attack on an enemy ship or
Air I)efense lactics for the F,'A-18 formation, Navy operators use data'.' .M'gis in the Nedte ranean.'.-.
'Aegis r the Fh.ledit n about the target and its position to
Analyses for the Fleet

Commanders in Chief generate orders to the launcher and
Exercise Analysis missile. The data may include an
Night Raider aimpoint for the missile, the size of

the area to be searched by the missile,
FLIUIre Forces and SYstemis

Neu m pibous A sdsyt Vehi kand the size of the salvo to be fired.N ew. A mphibious AssaulIt Veh icles i-.1-

A Multi Mission lelicopter Airplane While analyzing the results of

Weapon Acquisition in the Face simulated engagements at sea, CNA P,

Of Uncertainty analysts discovered an omission in
RACER present shipboard firing doctri te: a

'The Mix of Active and Reserve Forces lack of instructions for Firing a salvo
The EVOlving Polit ical-Military Scene of several Harpoons at a formation of

Manpower and Mana-ement Policies several ships. Because of the ornis
Manning the (00 Ship Navy sion, some Navy operators have
Alcohol and lDrug IXse in the Marine Corps tended to select zi single aimpoint fi,r

Contract Support Services the salvo. Intuitiom suggested that a
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salvo of Harpoons fired at a single simulation, the model is suitable for
aimpoint might not be an optimum shipboard planning of Harpoon

choice. engagements. The computer program
is written in BASIC computer

CNA set out to analyze this tactical language on a type of minicomputer
problem, building on past research. that is used widely in the fleet for
At the request of the Harpoon Project tactical decision aids.
Office, CNA had previously reviewed
existing models of Harpoon per The Navy's Surface Warfare Develop-
formance, nearly all of which were ment Center has used HAREM to
Monte Carlo simulations of target obtain data for its forthcoming
acquisition in a Harpoon engagement. revision of Harpoon employment
Because none of the models could be doctrine. In addition, CNA analysts
used efficiently to derive near- are using the model to derive tactical
optimum aimpoints when more than guidance on how best to employ
one Harpoon is employed to attack a Harpoon against hostile formations.
formation, CNA analysts constructed
a new model, the Harpoon Engage Air- )efense Tactics for the F/A- 18
ment Model (HAREM).

The F/A-18 combines the features of
HIAREM is a computerized model that strike and fighter aircraft. The Navy
calculates the probabilities of various has been considering how to use the
outcomes when several Harpoons are F/A-18 in conjunction with other
to be fired at a group of ships, for aircraft so that it can contribute
example, a surface action group. The effectively to the air defense of the
model may be used in two ways. Like battle group. Of particular interest
the models mentioned earlier, it will are joint operations of the F/A- 18 with
evaluate the effectiveness ofa set of F-14 fighters and E-2C early-warning
Fire-control solutions proposed by the aircraft.
operator. And when used for
evaluating effectiveness, it yields To help provide some insight into
results similar to the other models. these issues, the Navy conducted a
But it has this advantage: It will also series of war games at its Weapons
derive fire-control solutions for and Tactics Analysis Center
attaining a specified tactical (WEP'TAC). The games were
objective, intended to assess the relative

effectiveness of various plans for
Because the mathematical techniques positioning and employing F/A-18s to
of IAREM require m1utch loss cornpu counter Soviet air forces. CNA
La ti,,nal tiie th in a Mmte (ario analysts helped to onstruct the

• . .. 5** . ..-.. . . . . . .. . . . .... .- ,
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simulations and evaluate their supported by early-warning aircraft
results. and tankers for inflight refueling.

The simulations examined the effects
Such simulations must be approached of assigning the fighters to patrol
with caution; they cannot yield
optimal defensive stations at various distances from the

tactical refinements. Accordingly, carrier (to achieve a layered defense),
employing the fighters in different-the goals of the WEPTAC games were" :

to expose tactical weaknesses that sized waves, providing or denying
toexpse tacticao w ensspestht n inflight refueling, and altering the
hwee ulanknon orae ony s petedint width of the area to be defended. For

ithe ani pasento exeie the enemy force, the size and cornperiment
with ways to strengthen defensive position of the bomber formations

postures. To achieve these ends, the remained constant, though the paths
measures by which the alternative along which the bombers approached

tactics were to be evaluated were kept alg roup red.
as simple as possible, the various
simulations were kept as standard Two main quantitative measures of
ized as possible, and quantitative effectiveness were used. The First

comparisons were reinforced by measure was the number of bombersqualiativ consideratiofbmbons.
qualitative considerations. that succeeded in penetrating the

battle group's air defenses and getting

In the simulations, a single carrier within range to launch their antiship

was pitted against a substantial force missiles. The second was the cumula-
* of Soviet Backfire and Badger tive percentage of bombers hit by air-

bombers armed with antiship cruise to-air missiles Fired by the defending -

, missiles and accompanied by Fighters, relative to the range of the

electronic-warfare aircraft. Clearly, a bomnbers from the carrier. These two
battle group consisting of several measures provided similar informa
carriers and escorts is more surviv tion but fromr different perspectives,
able and would be the force of choice. with both serving to assess a

Such a force, however, may not be particular tactic's effectiveness in
available at the beginning of a bringing we'aponsto bear upon the

conflict, because of the normal enemy aircra ft. The qua l i tative
peacetime dispersal of ships. Further, measures inCluded observations about
the single carrier ensured that there command and control difficulties.

would be an abundance of targets for effects ofthe artificialities of the
the simulated F/A-18 and F 14 simulations. prblems in running the

fighters, which were armed with a tests, and nonquantifiahle jidgments
mix ofair-to-air missiles and iboit the wrkability of each tactic.

* *-*. . .
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The simulations and CNA's analysis modern air threat. Importantly, it is
of their results provided a better also designed to afford the antiair
understanding of the strengths and warfare commander a clear, complete
weaknesses of tactics for the F,A-18, surveillance of a large area.
as it might be used under various
conditions. The results of this effort With the initialdeploymentof
have been used by the Navy in I'Corldhrga. Commander Sixth Fleet
preparing a comprehensive set of asked CNA to conduct an analysis of

tactics for evaluation by those air the tactical employment of Aegis and
wings of the Second and Third Fleets of the integration of Ticriderga into
that will be equipped with the F/A- 18. Sixth Fleet operations in the Mediter

ranean. Becauseof the volatile
Aegis in the Mediterranean events in Lebanon, activities that had

been planned for Ttconderga were
The US 7Ticonderoga, a guided- shelved. Instead, the ship spent
missile cruiser, is the lead ship of its almost all of her deployment as part of
class and the first to be outfitted with a large battle force off the coast of
the Aegis weapon system. Though Lebanon, supporting an amphibious
capable ofdefending carrier battle replenishment group in the area and
groups against diverse enemy forces - the U.S. Marines ashore.
aircraft, missiles, ships, and even
submarines - Ttconderoga's primary
mission is antiair warfare (AAW). As a result, there was no opportunity
And Aegis is central to that mission. for exercises to assess Ticonderoga in

such roles as fighter control and SAM
Aegis has four main elements: the employment. But the situation did
SPY- I radar, used to detect and track offer an excellent opportunity to
aircraft; a command and decision examine two essential matters that
system that can automatically could not otherwise have been
respond to attacking missiles; a adequately evaluated: (1) the quality
display system that gives operators of the air picture produced by the

considerable flexibility in displaying SPY-I radar and (2) the adequacy of
the tactical picture on large screens; the picture's transmission over the
and new, high-performance, surface- main data link to the other ships, and

to-air missiles (SAMs) to shoot down hence its contribution to the air
enemy aircraft and antiship missiles. picture shaped by the entire battle
Aegis is thus designed to provide the force. The presence ofa nmulti-carrier v

detection and tracking capability, force and the helicoptersof the
quick -reaction time, and high rate of amphibious replenishment grminp - in
fire necessary to contend with the addition to Israeli. Syrian. and

.2."2. -2
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* commercial aircraft - created a radar was turned off, jammed, or
complex air-traffic environment that disabled.
could not be duplicated in exercises.

Analysis of the data led to the con %
In response to Sixth Fleet's request clusion that Aegis generates an
for analytical support, four CNA staff excellent air picture. Indeed, the.4;
members took turns embarking in picture is remarkably free of clutter
Ticonderoga throughout the deploy- and false aircraft tracks, providing " -
ment. These analysts recorded the air commanders with a clear view of how
picture on board Ticonderoga, while events are evolving. An evaluation of
computers on Ticonderoga and the the data link in transmitting the air
other ships recorded the flow of air- picture, however, pointed to short-
track data between the ships. Among comings that need to be remedied if
other things, the CNA analysts all the ships in a battle force are to
examined where tracks were first benefit fully from the capabilities of

. detected, how long the tracks were Aegis. In sum, the analysis confirmed
held, the number of tracks that had to the technical excellence of the Aegis
be maintained, and whether the cruiser and its potential for greatly

. tracks were held continuously or were enhancing the coordination, com
alternately picked up and lost. mand, and control of AAW operations
Further, they were able to compare by battle forces. The results will be

- the information gained from air- used by the Navy to develop tactical 1%. 14
traffic communications during strikes guidelines for employing Aegis
by non-U.S. aircraft around Beirut cruisers in future operations.
with what the radar showed. In
separate tests, Ticonderoga was Analyses for the Fleet
deliberately taken out of the data link Commanders-in-Chief
with other ships of the battle force, to
see just how much she does contribute Since 1981, CNA has conducted a
to air and surface surveillance. In Washington-based analytical
other tests, an air target held by program for the Commanders-in-

, Ticonderogas SPY-I radar was Chief of the Pacific and Atlantic
handed over to the fire-control radar Fleets (CINCPACFT and
of another guided-missile cruiser. CINCLANTFIT). Now, in addition to
The objective was to determine Washington-based support, CNA
whether this procedure would permit assigns full-time representatives to
the second cruiser to shoot at the the staffs ofCINCI1ACH and

- target while its own main-search CINCLANTFT.

"d7
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Pacific Fleet The Final step in the assessment
process entails effectiveness analyses

For the past three years, CNA of the available forces (the "dynamic -
analysts and members of the assessment"). The dynamic assess-
CINCPACFLT staff have worked ment helps in the evaluation of
together to produce a series of annual alternative concepts of operation. It
capabilities assessments. Each also helps to identify any critical
assessment covers three areas: shortages of material, and therefore
strategy, assets assigned to provides the basis for CINCPACFLT's
CINCPACFLT and his Soviet statement of budgetary priorities.
counterpart, and outcomes of possible
engagements between U.S. and Soviet Atlantic Fleet
naval forces.

CNA's efforts for CINCLANTFLT
The strategy for a general war with have a somewhat different focus from
the Soviet Union is specified in the the work for CINCPACFLT. During
Chief of Naval Operations' Maritime the past year, a CNA analyst studied
Strategy. Although the basic strategy carrier battle force (CVBF) operations
is fixed, operational concepts for the in the Norwegian Sea and began to
use of forces in the execution of the investigate the effects of projected
strategy are not. Through their advances in Soviet air defense
participation in strategy seminars systems.
and war games hosted by 'V"".
CINCPACFLT, CNA analysts help to The Norwegian Sea analysis high-
develop and evaluate alternative lighted the factors that would most
operational concepts within the influence the effectiveness ofa CVBF
overall strategy. operating close to the Soviet Union.

The analysis quantified the threats to
The forces and other assets assigned such a force and suggested two ways
to the U.S. and Soviet Pacific Fleets the CVBF might operate to success
change constantly. One portion of the fully defend against those threats and
annual assessment provides a effectively attack Soviet targets.
comparison ("static assessment") of
the U.S. and Soviet Pacific Fleets' Because tactical aviation is such a
forces, weapon systems, combat large part of the Navy's offensive
comsumables, and readiness. Trends power, it is important to understand
in each Fleet's posture are found by the nature and effectiveness of Soviet
comparing year-to-year changes in air defenses. As Soviet ground and .
the static assessments. airborne AAW forces improve, the



threat to U.S. Navy tactical aircraft hostilities were about to break out
becomes more serious. The CNA were represented by a series of
analyst therefore began to explore realistic "indications and warnings."
ways for the Navy to overcome the In many past READEXs, the focus %'
future Soviet air defense system. was on the hostilities themselves
Once more, specific attention is being rather than on the transition from
given to operations in the Norwegian peace to war - a period now con-
Sea. sidered critical by Navy planners.

Exercise Analysis The reconstruction and analysis of
READEXs forms part of the Second

Major fleet exercises may continue for Fleet Battle Group Evaluation
days or even weeks, and they some- program, which assesses battle group

times involve the combined forces of readiness and provides "lessons
several battle groups. Their purpose learned" to participants. CNA's
is to train personnel, evaluate participation in each exercise
capabilities, and develop and evaluate involves several steps. First, the
tactics under conditions as close as CNA analyst at the training
possible to combat. Because of the command in Norfolk works with the
high cost of these exercises, they are command and others involved in the

* relatively infrequent. Consequently, exercise to identify analysis objec-
both operators and analysts must be tives. Before ccrh exercise, CNA
able to take full advantage of every analysts develop a comprehensive
exercise that is conducted. data-collection plan that is designed

to minimize the burden on partici-
One example of recent CNA support pants, while still providing required
to the fleet is the reconstruction and data. Teams of CNA analysts from
analysis of Second Fleet Readiness Washington and the field are placed
Exercises, or REAI)EXs, five of which with various elements of the battle
have been conducted since the fall of force (Blue) and the Orange forces to
1982, These exercises have had make observations and collect data
several important features in before reconstructing the exercise,
common. First, the free-play
"Hostilities" portions followed the The reconstruction first determines
same scenario, thereby making it the sequence of events in the exercise.

easier to uncover trends in fleet It concentrates on the cause and effect
performance. Second, the Orange of each significant interchange

("Soviet") forces simulated expected between Orange and Blue air,
Soviet tactics and equipment. Third, surface, and subsurface forces. Event-
Orange actions that indicated by-event and cumulative performance

• .... . *...... . .. . . . .....-.,--. . . . ;. .- ...-. . .,..,-..-. .. '-
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statistics are presented for Blue forces A follow-on phase of this exercise was
in antiair warfare, antisubmarine the ORE of the second carrier, the
warfare, antisurface warfare, strike USS America. Again the scenario
warfare, and command, control, and depicted rising tensions and included
communications. both Purple and Orange play. In this

case, America was the only carrier
The reconstruction and analysis of a involved. Another CNA team
READEX is completed in about ten observed the ORE and participated in
days, results are ready to be briefed its reconstruction and analysis.
about two weeks after each exercise
has ended. Results are usually Several CNA field analysts helped
briefed to the battle force commander plan and prepare for READEX 2-84.
and his staff, to participating units This two-carrier battle force exercise
before they disperse, and to the included the OREs of the carriers USS
various commanders who have Eisenhower and USS Independence.
responsibility for the training of The field representatives, working
units. Eventually, results are also with analysts from CNA-Washington,
briefed to the officers in charge of defined analytical objectives and
planning the next READEX. data-collection requirements, and

designed a methodology for near real-
In 1984, CNA supported READEX time reconstruction of exercise
1-84 and READEX 2-84. The events. A total of 28 analysts
Hostilities Phase of READEX 1-84, participated in the data collection,
conducted at the Puerto Rican reconstruction, and analysis of
Operations Area North Range, pitted READEX 2-84. In a related project,
a two-carrier battle force against both CNA analysts developed computer
Purple ("Third World") and Orange programs that speed reconstruction
forces in a "rising tensions" scenario, and improve the presentation of
The analysts' responsibilities exercise results.
included participation in exercise
planning, data collection, exercise Night Raider
reconstruction and analysis, and
briefing and report preparation. This At the direction of the Joint Chiefs of
exercise included an operational Staff (JCS), the military services
readiness evaluation (ORE) of one of conduct annual Special Project

the carriers, the USS Saratoga - the exercises designed to help tactical
first ORE to be an integral part of the commanders develop and improve
lostilities Phase of an exercise. procedures for exploiting information

o , o • • . . . .. . . . . . .... . .." o•,. *o./ o o o o/ • • o ~ • . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . ..- ° • -o o •
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obtained from national sources. In In one of the more complex - and
FY 1984, the Navy Space Systems exciting - of the SPNR tests,
Division was designated the executive information was sent via a simulated
agent for JCS Special Project Night TADIXS circuit and received in near-
Raider (SPNR). The Navy, in turn, real time by tactical displays specially
asked CNA to act as technical installed in the combat information
coordinator for the project. center of a ship. The key point is that

this information was not only
SPNR consisted of six tests, carried received faster than once possible, but --

out as part of separate exercises held it was also displayed automatically as
in the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. soon as the ship received it and made
Two of the tests evaluated ways to use available immediately for use by the
national sources for tactical purposes. ship's fire-control system, for
Two others assessed new uses for example.
intelligence-gathering capabilities.
A fifth test simulated potential enemy The results of all six tests are

surveillance systems to examine the expected to improve significantly the
effectiveness of potential measures to support provided to Navy and Marine
conceal the precise location of our Corps tactical commanders by
naval forces. A sixth test assessed national sources, and to guide
new procedures for providing decisions concerning tactical doctrine
intelligence to Navy and Marine and force structure.
forces engaged in amphibious
landings.

The CNA analysts assigned to SPNR FUTURE FORCES AND•
first prepared detailed plans for SYSTEMS
running the six tests, which specified
the objectives of each test, measures New Amphibious Assault Vehicles
of effectiveness, analytical methods,
and data requirements. The analysts Amphibious assault vehicles, or
then trained the data collectors and, AAVs, are used by the Marine Corps

. during the exercises, served in key to bring troops ashore in an amphib-
positions both at sea and ashore. ious assault. In the traditional
CNA also set up a Night Raider assault, AAVs are carried to within a

- Coordination Center from which all few miles of the shore by amphibious
* aspects of the tests were managed as ships, and launched at that point.

operations at sea unfolded. With the They swim the remaining distance to
tests completed, CNA analyzed the shore, transit the surf zone, and

- results. switch to conventional track

-
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propulsion once they are on the beach. Using parametric methods, CNA
Other components of the assault estimated the development cost of the '..,,,

(tanks and artillery, for example) are LVT(X) to be about $1.1 billion -v\
carried to the shore by either landing (somewhat higher than the program
craft or helicopter. In an over-the- manager's estimate), the investment r
horizon scenario, all components of cost to be about $3.2 billion, and
the assault are carried to shore by operating and support costs to be
high-speed air-cushion landing craft about $6.7 billion.
(LCACs) or helicopters.

CNA analysts compared the LVT(X)
The current AAV in the Marine Corps with the LVT7AI and an improved
is the LVT7, which was introduced in LVT7Al (the "LVT7AX"), which is
1972. This vehicle is approaching the representative of what could be
end of its service life, and a service life procured in the late 1990s if the
extension program is underway. The Marine Corps continued with the
modified vehicle, called the LVT7A1, LVT7 family. A Marine Amphibious
will reach the end of its service life in Force (MAF) equipped with the .T.i:
the 1990s. Consequently, the Marine Fre(A ) equippe it te
Corps has begun to develop a follow- effectiveness
o a -btegun to developto a MAF with the LVT(X), but the

life-cycle cost of the LVT7AX was
about a billion dollars less.-.-"" "Like the LVT7, the LVT(X) will have a tbid rl

a displacement hull; hence its
waterborne performance would not be CNA also analyzed the effect of the
much different from the LVT7. But LVT(X) program on the Navy's
the LVT( X) will have a bigger gun amphibious ship and LCAC pro-
(25-mm cannon versus a .50-caliber grams. Both the LVT(X) and
machine gun), a lower profile to LVT7AX are somewhat heavier than
reduce its vulnerability, and better the LVT7A1, which might limit the
armor protection. number of vehicles that could be

carried on an LCAC to two instead of
To help the Marines decide whether to three. The planned LVT(X) battalion
proceed with the next phase of is also about one-third larger, with
LVT(X) development, the program most of the growth due to the addition
sponsor asked CNA to undertake two of two new vehicle variants. Thus, in '"".
related studies: an independent cost an over-the-horizon scenario, the
estimate and a comnparison of the planned number of LCACs is
LVT( X) with alternative vehicles insufficient to carry the AAVs
capable ff performing the same without reduction in the rate of
missin. buildup ashore.

• ., V4=
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A Multi-Mission Helicopter- warfare, and airborne early warning
Airplane to surface combatants.

The Marine Corps maintains a fleet of Preliminary design work began in
helicopters to transport troops and 1983, and a decision whether to
equipment during assaults. Most of undertake full-scale development is
these helicopters are scheduled to be scheduled for 1985. To prepare for
retired in the 1990s and must be that decision, the Deputy Secretary of
replaced. As an alternative to a new Defense directed that the services
helicopter for the Marine Corps, the conduct a joint study that compares
Department of the Navy has been the JVX with alternative aircraft for

seeking an aircraft that could conduct the design missions. Both the Marine
_ a greater variety of operations. The Corps and the Navy asked CNA to do
* Air Force and Army have been the analysis for their missions.

interested in such an aircraft as well.
Marine Corps Assault

As a result, the Navy is now leading a
joint-service program to develop an In wartime, assault transport aircraft
aircraft that combines the vertical may deploy aboard amphibious ships
takeoff and landing capabilities of a in anticipation of an amphibious
helicopter with the speed, range, and assault, or if they are to marry up
fuel efficiency of a turboprop airplane. ashore with pre-positioned equip-
The Joint Services Advanced Vertical ment, they may self-deploy or be
Lift Aircraft- orJVX - has fixed transported by C-5 aircraft. In either
wings with engines mounted on the case, they must be able to carry

tips. The engines have large certain troops and equipment during
helicopter-like rotor blades; the the assault and transport them
engines and blades can be positioned quickly, while avoiding or with-
for vertical takeoff and landing or standing enemy fire.
tilted 90 degrees for horizontal flight.

The JVX can fly faster than any

" In addition to the Marine Corps conventional helicopter, existing or
, mission, the JVX is being designed for new. Further, only the JVX has

use in combat search and rescue by sufficient ferry range to self-deploy
the Navy and for special operations by anywhere in the world; without the

0- the Air Force. The Army plans to buy use of amphibious ships, helicopters
it for logistic transport. The Navy is would have to be lifted by the scarce
also considering its possibilities for C-5s to deploy rapidly. Compared
carrier onboard delivery, vertical with existing helicopters, the JVX

_ replenishment, antisubmarine can also carry troops farther and is

..........................................
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* more survivable. However, a notional most rescue distances were relatively
helicopter - an updated design of a short. Thus, in similar scenarios, the
helicopter previously sought by the greater speed and range of the JVX
Marine Corps - can satisfy the would not result in significantly more
requirement to carry 24 troops over a rescues than with the HH-60.
radius of 200 n.mi., and incorporates
all of the survivability features of the But future scenarios might well
JVX. CNA's preliminary estimate is involve less-populated areas, greater
that it also costs less. distances, or more opposition to CSAR

aircraft. Preliminary, parametric
The central issue is whether the analyses of such scenarios show a

*additional capabilities of the JVX greater percentage of successful
outweigh its additional cost. CNA's rescues with the JVX than with the
analysis should help decision-makers 111-60 in most cases.
to make thatjudgment before
deciding whether to undertake full- Weapon Acquisition in the Face of
scale development of the JVX. Uncertainty

Navy Combat Search and Rescue History shows that warfare is unpre
dictable. Nevertheless, the weapons

CNA analysts have also been of modern warfare are so complex that
studying the Navy's combat search one must plan well in advance, in
and rescue (CSAR) mission, spite of the uncertainty. For example,
comparing the JVX with the HH-60 it takes a year and more to construct
helicopter, which the Air Force plans most modern weapons. At least the
to procure for its CSAR mission. That first year of a war will therefore be
helicopter has a lower speed, shorter fought with the ordnance on hand
operating radius, less avionics, and when the war begins.
fewer survivabi lity features than the
,JVX does - but it costs less. How, then, can the Navy decide what

ordnance to stock when the targets
A previous study of Navy rescues in that will have to be attacked are
Vietnam showed that most crewmen unknown? Once the ordnance is
were downed over water, where there acquired, what kinds of weapons
was little enemy opposition, and of should be stocked at supply bases in
those who survived, nearly all were the Western Pacific or Atlantic, for
rescued. On the other hand, of those example? After a given regioen is
downed over land (mostly in supplied, how should an aircraft
populated areas), a high percentage carrier he loaded for deployment?
was captured quickly. In addition, One answer to these questii s wUld-'"

S* * *. ... . . . .
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be to buy such vast amounts of CNA analysts have developed a
ordnance that any situation could be method for dealing with uncertainty

dealt with. This solution is obviously in the procurement and allocation of
infeasible, given the cost of the weapons. The general concept is to
ordnance and storage facilities compute the value of a particular mix

required to implement it. More of weapons by averaging its utility
precise solutions must be found. over a possible set of targets. The

values for different mixes of weapons

A specific area of concern for the are then compared for a variety of
Navy is the problem of selecting a target sets, to guard against the

mix of general-purpose (GP) and selection of a "best" mix on the basis
special-purpose (SP) weapons. A GP of special conditions.
weapon - for example, an unguided,

"dumb" bomb that follows a simple A second, less important, aspect of
ballistic trajectory after release - is this methodology is the use of a
one that can be used against a variety "utility function" to evaluate a mix of
of targets in a variety of environ- weapons. Unlike the standard
ments, and against many types of measure of effectiveness - the

defenses. An SP weapon is one that expected number of targets killed -
can be used against only a few targets the expected utiiity associated with a
and in special environments, and that particular mix of weapons can reflect
may be susceptible to defensive the decision-maker's aversion to risk.

countermeasures, but which has a In this context, the risk is in not
higher probability of destroying the having a good weapon available for a

target than the GP weapon when the particular type of target because of
requisite conditions prevail. Laser- the uncertainty as to the mix of
guided and television-guided bombs targets to be encountered.
are examples of SP weapons.

An important consideration in the
In sum, SP weapons are more selection of a stock of ordnance for a

* effective under the "right" conditions, region or an individual aircraft
whereas GP weapons, although less carrier is the existence of the supply

effective under the same conditions, network. For example, although the
can be used in a wider variety of primary source of weapons is the

conditions. The mix ofGP and SP carrier's own magazine, a supply ship
weapins depends, therefor on the usually travels with the carrier. More

degree f the decision-maker's distant (in both time and space) are
:iversiun to the risk (f having the land-based intermediate supply
"wroing" weapon if the "right" depots (ISI)s) and supply bases in the
u,,diri,ns do nt prevail. continental t'.S. (CONVS). Supply

i'
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ships can be used to load weapons at test it extensively before installing it
the ISD and deliver them to a carrier on combatants. The plan was to put it
task force. The ISD can then be on the ninth of the new DDG-51
resupplied from CONUS. Although guided-missile destroyers, and on the
every such resupply action involves a following 20 ships of that class. But
delay, the existence of a supply some members of Congress were
network mitigates some of the risk urging the Navy to move faster and
associated with mixes composed put RACER on the first eight
mainly of SP weapons - as long as the DDG-51s also.
pace of operations is slow enough that
the carrier does not run out of One issue - though certainly not the
weapons. only one - was whether RACER's fuel

savings would offset its costs. Earlier
The existence of a supply network analyses had suggested that the net
leads, in turn, to the question of how savings would be substantial, but the

" to spread an initial allocation of Navy was sceptical. It asked CNA to
weapons over CONUS and various readdress the issue, focusing particu-

, ISDs (located in widely separated larly on the sensitivity of the results
geographic areas) so as to realize the to assumptions regarding future fuel

. full potential of a particular mix of prices, program costs, and operational
weapons. CNA analysts are now factors.
investigating that question.

CNA's analysis showed that RACER
RACER is not likely to show economic returns

under any plausible circumstances.
The oil crisis of the 1970s heightened Decisions about the RACER program
the Navy's usual interest in making should therefore be based on whether
its ships more fuel-efficient. An the other potential advantages it
experimental device called the offers ships - more range or
Rankine Cycle Energy Recovery endurance, less vulnerability while
system - RACER for short - seemed to refueling at sea, and higher cruise
hold particular promise for this speeds - are worth the extra cost,
purpose. RACER uses steam which could amount to $1.2 to $1.4
generated by the waste heat from a million per ship.
ship's gas-turbine engine to spin
auxiliary turbines connected to the The results of the analysis were
main propulsion system. briefed extensively to Navy staffs and

Congressional committees. The Navy
RACER involves new and unproven is continuing its plan to put RACER
technology, and the Navy wanted to on ships eventually, but with a more

!L .A- .... 7
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realistic appreciation of the economic CNA drew on its expertise in several
factors. areas to help the Navy address active-

reserve issues. One area was reserve %
The Mix of Active and Reserve manpower - often a real constraint in
Forces setting up new reserve units. CNA

analysts developed techniques to
Until World War II, the United States estimate how many skilled reservists
depended on the citizen-soldier to the Navy could attract and retain in
augment its small cadre of military specific geographic areas, and how
professionals in time of war. Since changes in Navy policy could increase
then, technology and the scale of the this number. CNA also developed
threat to U.S. interests have forced measures to compare the readiness of
the U.S. to develop and maintain a active and reserve units in peacetime,
large, professional armed force. Yet crises, and war. CNA analysts have

the citizen-soldier has continued to been at work on a model to compare
play an important supporting role. In the costs of active and reserve units -
fact, reserve forces have received with the controversial result that only
steadily more attention and resources small savings accrue from putting
since 1973, when conscription ended. ships in reserve. -'-,

Congress has also emphasized the
need to give reserve forces new The Evolving Political-Military
missions and more modern equipment Scene
and to integrate them more closely
with active forces. In its long-term planning of forces and

systems, the Navy tries to anticipate
The Navy has given additional changes in its missions that might
attention to reserves this past year. result from changes in other nations'
In spite of the constraints that long missions, forces, and relationships.

peacetime deployments by the fleet To help identify such changes, CNA
impose on the use of part-time has long conducted a program of

personnel, the Naval Reserve is political-military studies. The main
getting more people and newer focus of these studies has been on

aircraft and ships. Moreover, Navy Soviet naval strategy and its
planners are considering new roles implications for future Soviet forces
and missions for reserves, as and their operational use. In the past .2..'--'
evidenced by the formation of a new few years, CNA has broadened the
office expressly for dealing with such scope of its political-military studies
issues. to examine the influence of allies

_ .:...
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on the U.S.-Soviet balance of power. The catalyst for NATO's 1979
In particular, CNA recently analyzed modernization decision was the
France's independent nuclear force. Soviet's deployment of SS-20 missiles.

That deployment strengthened the

This study took place against the Soviets' ability to fight a conventional
for war in Europe. The SS-20s also

backroun ofa Frnch lanserved the Soviets by increasingsignificant modernization of itssevdteSitsyinrang::':
sinifclan oernizaThetin oi d political tensions within the Western
nuclear forces. The study examined alineHovrNTsalliance. However, NATO's ,-.:
the effects of that modernization on answering deployment of INFs and
Soviet political and military strategy theinidetoFren an Itshthe coincident French and British .
in Europe. The analysis of Soviet
perceptions of French security policy n eri s t h
sheds new light on the Soviets' Soviets' military and political gains.

reaction to NATO's decision in 1979
The military and political implica-

to modernize its intermediate-range tinofFac'mdeizintions of France's modernization"--
* nuclear forces (INFs). program must be understood in the

context of French strategic doctrine.
Soviet opposition to - and French France faces a strategic dilemma: the
support of- the 1979 decision reveals conflict between, on the one hand,
the underlying divergence between justification of her nuclear arsenal as
Soviet and French political and being solely for the defense of French
military interests. The French view territory and, on the other hand, the
the INF deployments as a means to emerging recognition of the need to
couple European and American include West Germany in France's
defenses more firmly. The French security concept.
also hope through their example to
stimulate Western Europe to play a The latter course points to what the
greater role in its own defense, while Soviets fear - an independent
remaining firmly anchored in the European nuclear threat, an alterna-

* Western Alliance. For the Soviets, tive center of nuclear decision-
such Europeanization of the Alliance making to the United States. Thus,
is virtually a worst-case scenario, although the interests of the Soviet
featuring a stronger Western Europe, Union may have been served in the
better able to fend for itself, and a short run by France's military break'--.-

United States consequently able to from NATO, in the long run the
operate more effectively outside emergence of a significant West
Europe. European nuclear force can only

.........................................................
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complicate and make more difficult Yet another way to attack the prob-
the Soviets' political and military lem is to reduce in strength those

strategy in Europe. occupations that serve primarily on
shore. The billets that are freed can

MANPOWER AND then be reassigned to sea-intensive
MANAGEMENT POLICIES occupations. CNA developed a

method to help Navy manpower
Manning the 600-Ship Navy managers determine which occupa-tions could be reduced instegh

As its battle forces increase from 479 tionstco e reucedin strength.shp a heed fFY180t 60Seventy-one occupations were rated
ships at the end of FY 1980 to 600 for such factors as replacement cost,
ships in FY 1989, the Navy must retention cost, the percentage of time
attract and retain more people to

spent at sea, and whether the occu-
operate the growing fleet and the pation is critical to the peacetime
supporting shore establishment. At miso.Fcranliste
the ,same time, the populatiOn of produced a rank ordering that

military-age youths wilindicates the effect on the fleet's ..

decline. A declining unemployment readiness ofreducing a billet in each
rate and growing economy will redies f edcnga-ile i ec

,frter du oi eNoy illtyt occupation. The occupations with the ....

further reduce the avyn'S ab ilto yet lowest scores are candidates for
recruit new personnel andtokeep reduction; the billets released from
experienced personnel. those occupations can go to occupa-

The growth in the number of ships tions with the highest scores - the

will, of course, mean more sea duty, mission-critical, sea-intensive

further complicating the Navy's occupations. The duties performed by

problems. Trying to man more ships the billets that are reallocated could
by raising the percentage of time be taken over by civilians, reservists,

sailors spend at sea is counter- or both.

productive: It causes reenlistments to

fall off. The alternative of raising the Another aspect of the Navy's
total number of enlisted personnel to manning problem is the question of
create a bigger pool to rotate between balance between first-term and

sea and shore cannot be counted on. experienced personnel. Earlier CNA
Every year, Congress sets a limit on studies have shown that taking in
endstrength - the number of active- fewer people and retaining them
duty personnel each service can longer (creating a career force) would
maintain. Historically, Congress be an efficient way of meeting
gives the services lower endstrengths endstrength goals, and would improve

than they request. the fleet's readiness. In 1984. CNA

i 2
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analysts focused notjust on ways to Alcohol and Drug Use in the
increase retention, but on ways to Marine Corps
retain the highest quality personnel.
Such personnel are of particular In 1980, according to a Department of
concern because retention is related Defense study, 47 percent of enlisted
negatively to mental ability. More Marines in the five lowest grades (E l

specifically, at the first reenlistment to E5) were using drugs and 19 per-
point, the Navy is most likely to lose cent of them were heavy drinkers. In
its smartest, most productive people. 1982, a second study reported that 25 - -

percent used drugs and 12 percent
What can the Navy do to get these were heavy drinkers. By 1983, drug
people to stay in? Obviously, when use was down to 20 percent; heavy
military pay is raised, more personnel drinking, to 8 percent.

reenlist. Moreover, CNA found that
increases in regular pay or in This sharp drop in drug and alcohol

. selective reenlistment bonuses not use is one of the major findings of a
' only induce more reenlistments, but CNA study based on a survey of

do so disproportionately for the best 18,000 Marines at 21 major com-

people. Conversely, if Navy pay lags mands in four geographic areas. The
behind civilian pay, the resulting study was conducted at the request of
manpower shortages will be the Marine Corps to assess the

- concentrated among the best people. effectiveness of programs aimed at
Pay increases therefore not only reducing drug and alcohol abuse in

increase retention, but also increase the Corps.
the quality of the career force.

The survey used to measure the

" CNA's manpower analysts also found extent of drinking and drug use was
that the Navy has yet another tool it designed and administered by the
can use to retain more of its most study team. Under the auspices of
productive personnel - promotion. Headquarters, Marine Corps, CNA
For the amount of pay involved, analysts administered the survey in
promotion yields large returns in the summer of 1983. Participants
retention. In addition, promotion is a were chosen at random from among
well-targeted policy: The Navy Marines ranging in rank from private
promotes those people who are most to colonel.

-. valuable to it. Therefore, a policy of
faster advancement in undermanned Results of the study showed that 85
ratings can significantly improve the percent of Marines drank some type of
retention of personnel who are most alcoholic beverage. In terms of beer
productive and in the shortest supply. consumption, about halfdrank one or

4 7--
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two beers a day; 8 percent were heavy Drug use and drinking are related.
drinkers, consuming more than seven More than half of the heavy drinkers e"
beers a day. Heavy drinking was used marijuana while drinking.
most prevalent among Marines in
Divisions and among those stationed Results of the CNA study, the third in
on Hawaii. Most heavy drinkers were four years, were encouraging.
E Is to E5s, 25-years old or younger, Between 1980 and 1983, drinking and
unmarried, male, and non-high school drug use in the Marine Corps had
graduates. fallen considerably. Although the

total number of drinkers remained

More than half of the Marines fairly constant, the percentage of
surveyed had never used drugs; heavy drinkers dropped drastically.

35 percent of the respondents said In other words, many heavy drinkers
they had been using drugs just before became moderate and light drinkers.
they joined the Marine Corps. Two- Equally dramatic was the reduced
thirds of these prior users said that usage of drugs. The percentage of
they quit upon enlistment, and many junior personnel who used marijuana
others quit soon after. Only 9 percent and other illegal drugs fell by more
of the respondents began to use drugs than half between 1980 and 1983.
after enlistment. (Almost no senior personnel used

drugs.)
About 20 percent of Marines used
drugs for nonmedical reasons during In addition to measuring the

the summer of 1983; 90 percent of the prevalence of alcohol and drug use,
users smoked marijuana and 6 the study team evaluated drug and
percent used such "hard" drugs as alcohol programs. The drop in drug
cocaine and PCP. About two-thirds of use and the shift toward more
hard-drug users also used marijuana, moderate drinking reflects the effects

of the Marine Corps program of
Among major commands, a greater education, identification, and
proportion of Division personnel used rehabilitation.
drugs. Drug users tend to share many
of the same characteristics as heavy The survey found that 45 percent
drinkers, that is, they are younger, participated in Marine Corps-
unmarried, male, in the lower pay sponsored education programs. Those
grades, and non-high school who participated reported that their ..

graduates. use of drugs and alcohol had

.. . . . .. . . . . . . . .
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decreased. Talks by commanding alcohol have worked well. More than
. officers and senior enlisted personnel half of those who participated in

and "rap" sessions have been rehabilitation programs stopped
* particularly effective. These and using drugs or alcohol. This is a much 0, V-

other programs help to increase higher success rate than is typical for
awareness of the consequences of civilian programs.
heavy drinking and drug use, and
awareness apparently leads to Contract Support Services
reduced use.

When projects require special skills or
Urinalysis is the primary means of knowledge that are not readily avail-
identifying drug users, and fear of able in the government, the Navy and
detection by urinalysis has been the other parts of the Department of
major deterrent of drug use. Defense often turn to outside special-
However, of all Marines tested in ists for help. The services these
1983, a third were first tested with outsiders provide - consultation,
field kits. Positive results from such studies, administrative support, or
tests must be confirmed by more technical assistance - are called
sophisticated laboratory tests. As a Contract Support Services, or CSS for
result, it was found that the labora short. Big sums are involved: The
tory did not confirm a third of the Navy spends from several hundred
positive samples collected in the field. million to several billion dollars
One effect of such discrepancies was annually on CSS, depending on the
reflected in the survey results. Only way the funds are accounted for.
25 percent of Els to E5s trusted the
results of urinalysis. Chronic problems have hindered

efforts over the years to manage CSS
It was found later that one type of effectively and to ensure that the
field equipment - semi-automated government gets its money's worth.
units operated at major commands - Accounting has been unreliable-,
had been calibrated to "flag" samples policy directives have gaps and
with lower concentrations of drugs contradictions; budget presentations
than would be flagged by lab have been uninformative. Even many
equipment. Field test procedures ,f the terms used in referring to CSS
have since been changed to be more imatters have not been defined
compatible with laboratory consisten tlv o)r precisely.".
standards.

The sluw pn'gress towward solving
In general, the Marines' efforts to these prbl,,ms has dr:i wn increasing
rehabiliitate heavy users ofdrugs and fire in recent vcr f,' i the Gmgress
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and senior defense officials, uni- system to record CSS obligations,
formed and civilian. The dissatisfac- rather than the Federal Procurement
tion in Congress has resulted in Data System, and (4) a more informa-
budget cuts, the latest one being of tive format for budget presentations
major magnitude. that takes advantage of accounting

reforms and permits rapid and
In September 1983, the Navy asked accurate reconciliation between
CNA to diagnose the problems budget data and results.
afflicting its CSS processes and to
propose solutions. By the spring of The findings were briefed to senior
1984. the study team had accom- Navy officials, who asked CNA and
plished the first part of this task. the Naval Material Command to
During the spring and fall, the team refine and test the proposals and to
(now augmented by people from the develop plans for implementing them.
Naval Material Command, where The analysis is also expected to influ-
most CSS funds are spent) developed ence the work of two other groups
a set of proposals calling for (1) fewer, concerned with CSS reform on a
simpler, and more precise definitions broader scale: the Office of Manage
of terms, (2) the integration of policy ment and Budget, and a CSS Action
and procedural guidance, (3) the use Group in the Office of the Secretary of
of the Navy's regular accounting Defense.

*.t. .,. ,
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III. The 1985 program

OBJECTIVES AND Navy and Marine Corps, CNA has
IPROCEI)URES adopted new procedures for program

In the fall of 1983, a team of Hudson planning.
°* officials and distinguished experts in The program is revised quarterly,

naval matters evaluated CNA's rather than annually as in the past.
management and operations and Based on an internal review of
submitted its report to the Navy's

* . Policy Council for CNA. Among the staff, and requests from the Navy and

team's recommendations were to:r. Marine Corps, CNA management

develops a program that indicates
* Give greater attention to the continuing projects and new starts

most pressing issues faced by top- during the next 12 months. The
level decision-makers program features a specific allocation

of available analytical resources in
0 Assure that CNA-Washington the coming quarter.

projects reflect the "real-world"

experience gained in the field After review and approval by the
Executive Committee of the CNA

0 Increase support for CNA's field Board of Overseers, the program is
program submitted to the Vice Chief of Naval

Operations and Assistant
* Increase analytical support for Commandant of the Marine Corps.

the Fleet Commanders-in-Chief Through their staffs, the proposed
program is reviewed and an agreed

0 Develop and maintain the program is arrived at for presentation
expertise needed to address to the Department of the Navy's
issues effectively. Policy Council for CNA.

The research program that is outlined In addition to this quarterly pr1ocess,
in this section is aimed at these goals. CNA continues to respotd to requests
To ensure the relevance of CNA's forad hoc projects when the issues are
research to the analytical needs of the important enough and when CNA has

* * *4 ? .. '- . .
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the expertise to do agood job. SUMMARY OF FY 1985
Moreover, the quarterly program RESEARC1t PLANS
includes explicit allowances for

* ad-hoc work of various types: quick- Allocation of Effort
response analyses and scientific
analyst support for Washington This is the allocation of analytical
offices of the Navy and Marine Corps, effort that CNA, the Navy, and the

- plus Washington augmentation of Marine Corps agreed to for the first
field representatives. quarter of FY 1985:

Lqoi\ahefnt Full Titme Analy't> :'-

TIpe OfActi it Navy Projects USMC Projct, l ,otal

Support (if VashirnLo ()flice ",

long t ff1 'r pr,,-ct - 75 1 .
(,uick rte.-ponrs i analyses 1 2
Sc it t ific anaIlv-;t s 3

88 19 107

SuIpport fr the Fleets and

Washington bai€.d projects 1-

-ield repre entat ives :34 4
%Viashin TIo augmentees [I I .

51 5 56

* et ho(loJ gv ,),.,..lpif~t 11 1 12
150 25 175

Support of Offices in Washington months to one or more years. Some
provide direct analytical inputs to

This support includes long-term the Navy's planning, programming,
projects, quick-response analyses, and and budgeting process. Others deal
the efforts of scientific analysts. with particular issues. Both often
Long-term projects last from several lead to the deveh)pment of expertise -"

-.. ~ . . ' ,. - •.
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needed for quick-response analyses. late 1940s, CNA has assigned

Among the new long-term efforts analysts to some divisions within the
planned for FY 1985 are: office of the Chief of Naval Operations

and Headquarters, Marine Corps, on
* A major increase in the size and a part-time basis, to conduct quick-

scope of CNA's electronic warfare response analyses for the offices to
project which they are assigned, to maintain

liaison between CNA and those
* Significant growth in systems offices, and to help the staffs

design and technology work formulate larger studies for CNA to
undertake when appropriate.

a A broadly based program of
Soviet military studies.

Support to the Fleets and Fleet
Long-term efforts for the Marine Marine Forces
Corps will include several new
manpower studies and assessments of At the beginning of FY 1985, major
requirements for combat service revisions were made to the Navy
support and air defense. portion of the CNA field program.

The most significant change was the
The second type of support CNA establishment of two four-man
provides to offices in Washington is tactical analysis teams in Norfolk and
quick-response analysis. Projects of San Diego. The teams will provide
this type take from a few days to a few support to battle groups during their
months and usually deal with some of work-up periods and will support fleet
the Navy's most important issues. exercises and tests. On occasion,
Among the several important quick- analysts will deploy with some battle
response efforts underway as FY 1985 groups for such specific objectives as
began were an analysis of industrial testing specially configured air wings
mobilization capacity, an investiga and evaluating major new systems at
tion of Naval aircraft accident rates, fleet introduction. The teams will be
and analyses of Marine Corps fitness able to document tactical innovations
reports. Such projects afford oppor and operations at the battle-group
tunities for CNA to apply its expertise and battle-force levels, with augmen
to urgent issues, and to expand the tation from CNA-Washington.
scope of its efforts for the Navy and
Marine Corps. A new billet has been established at . -

the Naval Strike Warfare Center, to "-'-'.
The third type of support is the support the development and
scientific analyst program. Since the evaluation of strike warfare tactics.

..
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To strengthen its support to the Fleet any such work that is done as part of
Commanders-in-Chief, CNA has projects in direct support of the Navy
reopened the billet at the head- and Marine Corps.
quarters of the Atlantic Fleet. CNA
will continue to expand its Development of models and data
Washington-based assessments of bases used by CNA is greatly
capabilities for the Commanders-in- supported by CNA's work in the field.
Chief of the Atlantic Fleet, Pacific Current projects that draw on field
Fleet, and U.S. Naval Forces, Europe. data and experience include the
Fleet support is oriented toward the improvement of exercise analysis
development of concepts of operations, methods, improvement of models of
studies of strategic issues, and air-to-air and air-to-surface
logistics analyses. CNA will continue weaponeering, development of a
to augment its field representatives model of the process for identifying
with analysts from Washington submarine contacts, and development
during major fleet exercises. of models of antisubmarine warfare in

the Arctic.
CNA's field activities at Marine Corps
commands have been expanded by the SPECIA PROGRAMS
assignment of a second analyst to
Marine Aviation Weapons and Some new activities were undertaken
Tactics Squadron One, to help the in FY 1984, and will gather momen-
command implement its new tactical tum in FY 1985: conferences, talks by
development and evaluation program. guest speakers, and a fellows pro-
In addition, CNA plans to provide gram. These activities are designed
analytical support during the coming to serve both the Department of the
year for the evaluation of combined Navy and CNA by encouraging the
arms exercises at the Marine Corps exchange of ideas among analysts,
Air Ground Combat Center. technical experts, and policy-makers.

)evelopment of Methodology and Conference Series

Other CNA-Initiated Research
Every fall, CNA will hold a major,

During the coming year, CNA will two-day symposium on the vital
devote more resources to the issues of sea power that face the

development of analytical models, United States and the Western
which are the tools for many studies alliance. Such matters as tech
in the field and in Washington, and to nological trends, force design,
the maintenance of data bases needed missions, and strategies will be
for sound modeling - over and above analyzed and debated. In addition

. ~.. -
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to papers and commentaries by made available to a wider audience
knowledgeable analysts, there will through books.
be major addresses by senior Navy
officials. The focus of the annual Guest Speakers
symposium -called the Sea Power
Forum - will rotate among these A noon speakers program will be open
four main subjects: to all CNA employees. It will feature

remarks by, and off-the-record
discussions with, distinguished guests

* The U.S. Navy drawn mainly from the Washington
area.

0 The U.S. Marine Corps

Fellows Program
a Soviet and Other Communist

Navies This program is expected to add to
the stock of knowledge and skills that

* Allied and Third-World Navies. CNA brings to bear on the problems
facing the Navy and Marine Corps.
It comprises Distinguished Fellows,

Every four years, therefore, a host of Senior Fellows, Visiting Fellows, and
major issues and most of the world's Adjunct Fellows. Through these
navies will be analyzed and assessed. fellowships, CNA will have access to
The papers, commentaries, and talent and experience that might not
addresses of each symposium will be otherwise be available.
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IV. Organization
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CNA'S MATRIX STRUCTU RE and communication-information
systems. They also help to structure

CNA is organized in a matrix of effective research, development, and
"divisions" and "research depart- evaluation programs for such clients
ments," as shown in the chart on the as the Navy's Director of Research,
next page. Through the line Development, Test, and Evaluation.
divisions, CNA responds to the
specific analytical needs of the Navy Analysts in Warfare Systems Testing
and Marine Corps - in the field and in and Introduction aid in the opera-
Washington. The research depart- tional testing and evaluation of
ments foster the development and weapon systems, sensors, slL s, and
maintenance of expertise and its aircraft and their introduction into
proper application to the needs of the fleet. They work with the
CNA's clients. Each member of the Commander, Operational rest and
research staff belongs to one of the Evaluation Force, the numbered
research departments; assignments to fleets, and the Office of the Chief of
projects depend on clients' needs and Naval Operations.

" staff members' qualifications. The
following sections describe the
specialties of these research units. For these same clients, Fleet Employ-

ment Concepts develops and helps to
SlI N 1V ISIO N S test concepts for integrated operations

by forces in various naval missions
With the exception of the Field and areas. This program serves as

Operations Division, through which CNA's focal point for wargaming, a

analysts are assigned to Navy and tool used increasingly by clients in

* Marine Corps commands worldwide, the Navy to investigate the merits of

the divisions are organized into different concepts of'operation.

programs.

Warfare Capability Assessment
Naval Warfare Operations analyzes fleet exercises and

operations to assess the capabilities
Analysts in Systems Design and and estimate the future performance
Technology help to shape and of battle forces and weapon systems.
evaluate new concepts for ships, Much of this work is used by the
i rcrra ft, weapo n systems, senso rs, l)i rector of Naval Wa rfa re, the

. . .
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program's primary client, in the Operations (Plans, Policy and
preparation of his annual appraisals Operations).
of Naval warfighting capability. r

Areas of emphasis in Program
Naval Planning, Manpower, and Analysis include issues in resource
Logistics analysis and program planning that

cut across the responsibilities of many
The Manpower program develops and Navy officials. The program also
assesses ways to enhance the conducts analyses to improve the
personnel readiness of the fleet. The methods and processes used in Navy
program's studies help the Navy to resource planning and management.
determine its personnel require- The primary client is the Director of
ments, to forecast the supply of Navy Program Planning.
personnel, and to shape the policies
that will put the two in balance.
Clients include the Deputy Chief of Marine Corps Programs
Naval Operations (Manpower,
Personnel and Training), Director of Plans and Operations conducts

Naval Reserve, and Director of Navy planning studies for Headquarters,

Program Planning. Marine Corps, and the Marine Corps
Development Center. The planning

The focus of the Logistics program is studies deal mainly with the costs and

on finding ways to improve logistics effectiveness of alternative future

support to the fleet, in wartime and systems for amphibious assault,

peacetime. Analysts also perform ground combat, tactical aviation,

studies on upgrading the material antiair warfare, logistic support,

condition of the fleet. Clients include intelligence, and command, control,
the Deputy Chiefof Naval Operations and communications.. a-. .-

(Logistics) and Director of Navy
Program Planning. Working mainly with the Manpower

and Training Departments of Head
Major developments in international quarters, Marine Corps, analysts in
politics, economics, and military Manpower and Training address all 
affairs are analyzed in Political- aspects of manpower policy and
Military Affairs. The emphasis is on personnel administration: accession
helping fleet commanders and Navy criteria, recruiting, testing, training
leaders in Washington anticipate new standards and methods, personnel
mission requirements. The primary assignment, performance evaluation,
client is the Deputy Chief of Naval compensation, and retention. In

........................
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Operations Evaluation Group (OEG), performance, tactical development
which has helped the Navy in the and evaluation, and assessment of

assessment of operations and fleet effectiveness.
development of tactics since World
War II. Analysts assigned to work in System performance is evaluated both
the Navy's Tactical Development and before and after systems reach the
Evaluation Program are further fleet, and the evaluations help the
designated as Tactical Analysis Navy and Marine Corps decide
Group (TAG) analysts. whether to accept new systems and

how to modify them to make them
Field representatives spend long more effective. The combat effective
enough at their assignments - ness of forces also depends critically
normally two years - to know the on sound tactical doctrine; about half
forces and systems they are the field representatives contribute
analyzing, but not so long that they directly to the development and
Lose their detached point of view. evaluation of tactics for Navy and
Returning field representatives apply Marine Corps forces. Field repre-

* their invaluable experience to sentatives also help fleet commanders
projects for Navy and Marine Corps to assess the effectiveness of forces -"-

offices in Washington. Analysts in through the planning, reconstruction,
the field regularly request and get and analysis of major fleet exercises.
support from Washington-based Analyses of individual exercises point
analysts. This assistance often takes the way to specific improvements in
the form of sending Washington- training and operational procedures:

* based analysts to help the field summaries of many exercises help to
representatives plan, observe, and form realistic estimates of force

analyze large-scale exercises and effectiveness.
tests.

RESEARCH 1I)EPAR'TI EN'TS
The main emphasis in the division
remains what it was when CNA's A matrix organization differs from
forerunner, the Anti-Submarine the traditional line organization by
Warfare Operations Research Group, assigning separate responsibility for
was formed in 1942- getting the the management of key resources - in
most out of the forces at hand by CNA's case, the research staff.
sending scientists to work with the
forces. Today, the work of CNA's field As indicated earlier, the research
representatives falls into three main departments enhance the quality of
categories: evaluation of system CNA's efforts for its clients by
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building and maintaining expertise. involved in tactical aviation
The departments do this in three and ASW.
main ways: by conducting research
that is aimed at developing models 0 Analysts in Amphibious and -

and data bases, by organizing Land Warfare specialize in the
courses and seminars for analysts, forces, operations, and systems
and by supporting analysts' of Marine Air-Ground Task
participation in outside professional Forces and Amphibious Task
activities. These are the departments' Forces.
areas of concentration:

0 Policy and Resources fosters
* Air Warfare provides expertise in such non-warfare disciplines as

all aspects of Navy and Marine political science, economics,
Corps tactical aviation, cost analysis, logistics, and

management science.
* Submarine and Antisubmarine

Warfare comprises specialists in 0 Information Sciences builds and
surface, air, and submarine ASW, maintains expertise in the tech-
and in submarine and mine warfare. nologies, systems, processes,

and analytical techniques that
* Surface Warfare specializes in bear on the role of information

Naval surface forces, systems, in combat, combat support,
and operations other than those and management.

HF SE AR( II-SIL 1'OR ()W'Citpib I I ititc' M 1111 ~ it tivn resit urces nm it tuits pe rsc leI r vcds *.
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V. Resources

FUNDING personnel. The full-time staff of
research managers and professionals

The tables and chart on the nextnubrd18Thiefotfrte
pages depict C NA's finances for Navy and Marine Corps were made

FY 184.Of CA'stota fudingfor possible by the contributions of the
the year - $20.5 million - 96 percent executive managers, technical aids,
came from the Department of the administrators, and support staff
Navy, 2 percent from other Depart- mebrwhronouteCN
ment of Defense sources, and 2 per- faiy

* cent from non-defense agencies of the
* ~~government. This distribution is in Q aiiain fteRsac

keeping with CNA's main role as the Stalff ctoso teRsac
* Department of the Navy's Federal

Contact eserch ente fo stuies To conduct its challenging program of
* andanalses.research for the Navy and Marine

PERSONNEL Corps, CNA hires specialists with
experience in defense matters, as well

*Size of the Staff as qualified persons with little or no
background in defense, but who have

At the end of FY 1984, CNA em- outstanding achievements in other
ployed 383 full-time and part-time fields or strong academic credentials.

H INAXEs CASH! REQIIIE~NfNS F[NANCIAL. CONTROL.
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ST1ATIENIEN'I'OF COMP~ARATIVE FINANCIAL COND)ITION

*:30 September 1984 and 30 September 198:3

ASS ET1S

1984 1983

Current Assets

J.Cash $ 698,16:3 $801,458
Rteceivables (note 1) 1,695,495 255,299
'FraVel advances and prepaid items 114,477 83,580
Net capital account (note 2) 1,037,847 138,186

Total current assets $3,545,982 $1,278,523

LIABILITIES AND) RESERVE FOR D)ISALLOWANCES e

Current Liabi lit ies
Advances - U.S NaN $2,21 1,685 $ 16,646
Account " paN able 2:37,223 465,992
Pavrol I taxes and other withholdings 21,075 7,437

lot a I curt liabilities 2,469,983 490,075

Other Liabil ities
Accrued annual leave 946,745 788,448
MIiscel laneouIS 122,630 ____

Total other liabilit ies, I,069,375 788,488

Reserveu for di-sal lowances 6,624

T1ot al liabilities $3,545.982 $1 .278,5231

N OTE S:
I 1G(overnnwent agencies., accountt for over 95 lpercerlt of illI rcei vables1

-2 CNA hats no physical aisset~s. Propt rf and equipment collst it uII( dec&hairt'c, it II t
ve.t in g i n t he go ve rnmen t Intc rea i cIn cap1)ital ac coutiI r(- 1.ct~ the II tir1arnir il,II.IiI-d hili t(e'1.tc,

- CNAs, VAX 1 1/780 computer svyteu.in equlpmentl plirchi'-. fundl~ed t hrotiIlh In icc?' ,iq ill

CNA's, ad va nce fu nd ing; igreem i it I It h t h v N.aIv
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FUND)ING IN PY 1984 -

(Tlhousands of D~ollars)

Source of Funds: Defense:

D~epartment of the N avy $19,840
Other 1)01 sources 346

Total defense fundin- $20,186

Non-defense funding: 356

Trotal FY 1984 funding $20,542

Funds carried forward from
FY 1983:

lDefe nse 2,013
Non-defense 235

Total fuLnds available in FY 1984 $22,790

Application of Funds: C NA programr costs note 1) $22,046
I I Lidson Institute research anid

management fees 744

To~tal funds; applied $22,790

1.1ncl udes $475,000 av ailtable for I Iludson I nstitute's pa rticipamtion in CN A projects.

APPLICATION OF FUNDS IN FY 1984

tent aind
Comuputer lttltphonl* rime Toal SaIlaries and hem-thts

)tIhe-r direcl -harrtzv,. 2.7 c 5.9c 3.1 e 72. 1 C
capital itemu.
-.Uppl ies and( ,eriv IS

EA11ipluxvc hem-I~.tt s
- 16.7c

2.3 c

-- pi-r t ir"-L-rP.p

42, 1.6c

42,t -e -
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POSTGRAI)UATE DEGREES
(Proportion of Research Staff, 1984)

Doctor's Master's Total

Center for Naval Analyses 65% 26% 91%
18 Contract Research Centers 29 33 62

25 Federal Research Laboratories 16 16 32
43 Profit-seeking firms 18 25 43

The tables above and below show Percentage of

the source of recent hires to CNA's research staff
research staff, and compare the
academic attainments of CNA's Physics and chemistry 30
research staff to those of similar Mathematics and statistics 20

research organizations. Economics, business.

and Finance 17

RESEARCH STAFF RECRUITING Engineering I I

(1979-1984) Operations research 8
Psychology and sociology 3

Source of hires Percent Political science and

international relations 3

University (student) 39 History 2

Private industry 23 Other 6

University (faculty or staff) 18

Federal govern ment 6 Total 100

Non- profit organizat ion 10

Military 4

CNA takes pride in the practical
Total 100 experience of its staff. More than 40

percent of CNA's research staff has
The large percentage of research staff spent one or more tours in field
members with advanced degrees gives assignments at Navy and Marine

CNA an important asset in con- Corps commands, where they have
ducting detailed, thorough research. acquired first-hand knowledge of the .. *
The diverse nature of CNA's research forces, systems, and operations they %
program requires a mix of academic are called upon to analyze at CNA-
disciplines, as shown in this table: Washington. Researchers with Field

4 -- - - --~.'--"-

, , . . . . *'I* * * " - . . .
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experience have spent, on average, the problems and techniques in his
more than 3 years in the field. More area of specialization.
generally, the research staffs
professional work experience RESEARCH ANI SUIPPORT'-
averages 14 years, with 10 years of FACIILITIES
that in defense research. The staff's
experience, combined with post- To support them in their research,
graduate education that averages CNA provides the research staff with
almost 5 years, sets CNA apart from a variety of facilities and services.
most organizations in the credentials This section focuses on those

* that its staff brings to bear on resources that are used directly in the
significant national-defense issues. preparation and production of

research reports.
Training

[nformation Resources
CNA does not rely on experience
alone to develop an expert staff. In
FY 1984, CNA expanded and One of the most valuable research

improved its orientation and training tools available to analysts at CNA is

program for new research staff the extensive collection of data,

members. Through group discussions models, and analytical and technical
and one-on-one sessions with senior reports that has been built up since
analysts, new staff members learn 1942. A computerized reference
about the organization, forces, and system has been developed for this

systems of the Navy and Marine collection and will be operational in
Corps, about the defense decision- FY 1985. Other technical documents

making process, and about which are available through CNA's access to
analytical techniques are applicable the Defense Technical Information

to specific types of problems. This Center and the resources of militarylibraries. AVprocess usually spans two years at
CNA headquarters in Washington,
and includes at least one temporary CNA's unclassified library houses a
assignment in the field. The research substantial collection of Congres
department to which a new analyst is sional documents, some 8,000 books,
assigned also provides training and a collection of more than 350

through seminars and projects differentjournals. Access to outside "".. -.
designed to acquaint the analyst with collections and sources is provided

"**q
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through the Library of Congress, Publication Services
interlibrary loan arrangements,
and on-line bibliographic and text- To turn out reports that are cogent ''.

retrieval services as well as substantive, CNA pro-
vides analysts with the help of pro-

Computing Services fessional editors, graphics artists,
and compositors. For fast turnaround,

Through remote-access terminals visual aids and documents are
and three VAX 11/780-85 computers, produced on CNA' sown equipment.
CNA analysts command a variety
of languages, utilities, and appli-
cation packages. The applications In 1984, two major steps were taken
include word processing and graphics, to modernize CNA's publication
in addition to a wide variety of equipment. A high-speed photo-
scientific packages. Specialists pro- copier that affords even faster

Wvide data- management, processing, turnaround was installed, and
operating, and programming an advanced composition system
services, was ordered.

S AI. A IIES specialty, and level of experience. end,C(N A has established policies

This infoirmatin is supplemented and practices in ronfirnifty with

r i ti'r Vice P r's ide it and biy inforimal ex' chaniiges A ith orga ni - federal lei i nTeliai
D e partmen t Di)rectirs ap pri v e all 'a tio ns CondUCting resea rch siila r objecti Yesif CN A's .\lY i-ni atiye-
,ftfvrs ,)le(ripl,)ynient and all actions toC(NA's. Individual salaries and Actioni Programn are (I )to miake sure

.itlc(tn~staff si aries. Any salary research accomplishments are that. wkithin each sector of the labor

At)" e Ote basic pay atithiirized fir reviewed every year. market drainonii 'ii v CN A,
lt% el IV of the Senor Executive minoirities and women are repre-

S 1Ii A itist ilso he ip proveid by EQ UAL O()P PORTIU NITY se nted on t he C NA stafft. it he sa roe-
t CNA H3,ardl A Overseers and by dleg ree as they are ilt he sector is a

t le Nasx vs, Cmiitraiting (fliveer. Tro ('NA has long9 supported t he whole, and (2) to provide all
iik -, ~iir,' t hait (UNA sailairies :ire prilicilt, e1f iriJl opporttliiV, (iiplo ves %%ith opportunities 6ir

liftit (.. CN NA'5 iailaigeliielt roi.ardlessofrace. c reed, cider. traininig and advani-eriieiit. ('NA
timiv, -iilarv in %rv daita draw n nitiiialI orrL'rn, sex, age, ph ' s ical coninues to lie dvdicated to these'

t oa laiV, nli rImal sanmple of hadcp rvtrnsae.To thou oli t Iv.
wotindr I*oieus iv deivrev,
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